We present experimental evidence for entangled states involving 40,000 atoms, and for the steering of a group of 20,000 indistinguishable atoms. Using criteria based on superselection rules, we analyze an experiment where atoms are cooled to form a Bose-Einstein condensate. In this way, we show that two groups of thousands of indistinguishable atoms occupy two distinguishable condensate modes that are entangled. Our analysis reveals the entangled modes to exhibit the correlations of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox, called "EPR steering", provided the modes could be spatially separated. We believe this to be the largest reported number of genuinely entangled atoms to date.
In the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) paradox, a measurement made by an observer at one location can apparently instantaneously affect the quantum state at another [1] . This effect was called "steering" by Schrodinger [2, 3] . States that give the correlations of an EPR paradox are called steerable, or EPR steerable if the two locations are spatially separated [3] [4] [5] [6] . Although well verified for optical systems [7, 8] , it remains a challenge to demonstrate EPR steering correlations between large massive systems. Such a goal is motivated by the paradoxes of macroscopic massive quantum objects, e.g. Schrodinger's cat-paradox. To resolve such paradoxes, decoherence theories propose to modify quantum mechanics by including gravitational effects [9, 10] , thus distinguishing between massive and massless systems. For this reason, the detection of EPR correlations between mesoscopic groups of atoms is an important milestone.
There has been success previously in entangling massive objects [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Yet this does not imply steering, which is a stronger form of quantum correlation necessary (but not sufficient) for the falsification of all local hidden variable theories [20] . Several experimental groups have made measurements that allow the inference of Bell or steering correlations between atoms within an atomic ensemble [11] [12] [13] . In a further step, there has been observation of steering between spatially separated clouds of several hundreds of atoms formed from a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [14, 15, 19] . This constitutes the first observation of EPR steering between separated massive systems larger than a single atom.
However, there is a difference between states with many mutually entangled atoms, and states built of multiple smaller entangled units, such as independent pairs of entangled atoms. This distinction has motivated experiments that rigorously quantify the number of atoms genuinely involved in the entangled unit (called the "depth of entanglement" [21] ) [22] [23] [24] . Nonetheless, entanglement does not imply steering, and until now atomic experiments have not addressed the size of steerable units − which we call the "depth of steering".
In this paper, we present experimental evidence for steerable states with a depth of steering of 40, 000 atoms, and for the steering of a single-mode quantum state of over 20,000 atoms. This is the largest number of atoms observed to be genuinely entangled in an atomic unit, to date. The steering is observed between two groups of thousands of indistinguishable atoms that occupy two spatial modes. Although not completely spatially separated, the groups have different spin and are therefore distinguishable. Our work thus provides evidence for large two-mode steerable states predicted to produce EPR steering correlations once the modes are separated and local measurements performed on each mode. The entanglement we observe arises from a genuine cooperative effect based on the indistinguishability of the atoms of a BEC, which ensures the entanglement is shared between all atoms of the modes. The states are hence different to the multi-mode thermal states reported in Ref. [13] , where the atoms are distinguishable and need not all be genuinely entangled.
In the experiment described in this paper, a 87 Rb BEC of ∼ 55, 000 atoms in the atomic hyperfine level |1 = |F = 1,m F = −1 at a temperature of 20nK is prepared on an atom chip in a magnetic trap [25, 26] . The BEC is passed through a Ramsey interferometric sequence that creates, after the implementation of a π/2 microwave pulse, a two-component BEC associated with two hyperfine levels |1 and |2 = |F = 1, m F = 1 . The condensate atoms of a single component are indistinguishable, and are described quantum mechanically in a second quantization treatment as occupying a condensate mode. After the π/2 pulse, the atoms of the two different modes are entangled. To deduce the correlations, we develop a multi-mode theory that describes the dynamics of both the condensate atoms and the thermal fraction, through the interferometer sequence, in agree-ment with the experimentally measured fringe visibility. This allows us to extract the values of the moments associated with the two condensate modes, and to infer steering between the modes.
To infer the entanglement, we develop new criteria based on superselection rules. These rules are widely accepted as valid for atomic BECs (though not for optical fields) [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Thus, our criteria are derived with an additional premise which excludes the possibility that a single-mode BEC can be in a superposition of boson states with different atom number. The BEC prepared at the beginning of the Ramsey sequence is assumed to be a mixture of states that each have a fixed number of atoms − an assumption basic to superselection rules. Our conclusions follow because interference between the two modes can then only be explained by steering.
We begin by defining the concept of steering for two systems a and b [3] . Where each system is a single mode, we introduce boson creation and destruction operatorŝ a † ,â,b † ,b for a and b respectively. The two systems are entangled if the quantum density operator ρ of the composite system cannot be described according to a sep-
Here, ρ R a and ρ R b are density operators for systems a and b respectively, and P R are probabilities satisfying R P R = 1 and P R > 0. If the modes are at different locations, then entanglement could imply nonlocality. EPR steering of b by a is demonstrated if there is a failure of all local hidden state models, where the averages for locally measured observables X a and X b are given as [3, 4] 
The states symbolized by λ are the hidden variable states introduced in Bell's local hidden variable models, with probability density P (λ) satisfying λ P (λ)dλ = 1. X a λ is the average outcome of X a given the system is in the state λ. The ρ subscript denotes that the average X b ρ,λ is generated from a local quantum state with quantum density matrix ρ λ b . Entangled modes of an interferometer: The entangled states discussed in this paper can be understood using a simple model of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Consider two field modes impinging on a 50/50 beam splitter BS1 as depicted in Figure 1 
where
. In BEC systems, nonlinearities give rise to additional effects, describable within certain approximations by a two-mode Hamilto- nianĤ N L = χâ †2â2 + χb †2b2 + 2 Kχâ †âb †b where K is real [23, 27] .
The size of the moment â †b can be used to detect the entanglement between the modes. A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for entanglement is | â †b | 2 > â †âb †b [36] . Similarly, a sufficient condition for EPR
. These conditions can be re-expressed in terms of spin variances as E HZ < 1 [36] and E HZ < 0.5 [35] , by in-
†b . E HZ < 1 is predicted for the two-mode interferometer of Figure 1 provided there is a fixed number N of bosons in the incident mode [35, 38] .
Equivalent predictions are given for a BEC atom interferometer. In this case, the incident mode |N represents N atoms of a single component Bose-Einstein condensate prepared in an atomic level |1 . A π/2 microwave pulse produces the action of the first beam splitter BS1 of Figure 1 , creating atoms in the superposition state |ψ . After an evolution time T , a second interrogating microwave pulse is applied with a phase lag ϕ, producing the action of the second beam splitter BS2. Immediately after, the atoms are released and the twocomponent population difference N − measured by atom imaging. We note that the observation of spin squeezing (∆Ŝ θ ) 2 < N /4 [23, 27] may imply entanglement between a suitable choice of modes, assuming one can show (∆Ŝ x ) 2 ≤ N /4 [38] . However, to deduce steering using E HZ < 0.5 requires further noise reduction and has not been experimentally confirmed due to the difficulty of extracting the exact value of the atom number N .
Super-selection rules and criteria for steering: Two-mode entanglement and steering can regardless be inferred if the bosons are atoms, using an alternative twomode criterion
sufficient to confirm both entanglement and a two-way steering between modes a and b [28, 39] . This is understood, if one notices that for the two-mode system,â † ,b are operators that create an extra atom in each mode. A widely-accepted superselection rule is that coherent superpositions of eigenstates of different single-mode atom number are forbidden [29] [30] [31] . A justification for the rule is that such single-mode superposition states have not been created, and cannot be created by any known means [28, 30] . The superselection rule allows us to justify that it is not possible to have superpositions of different singlemode atom number states incident on the interferometer. This relaxes conditions to detect entanglement.
Following Refs. [28, 39] , we now give proof of the condition (3) for entanglement and steering. The density operator for any separable state can be written ρ =
, as does the local hidden state model (1). Unless we allow that the individual modes violate the superselection rule, the mere observation of â †b = 0 is sufficient to confirm not only entanglement, but a "two-way" steering (b by a, and a by b) between the modes.
Ultimately, we envisage detecting â †b = 0 using localized measurements on each of the modes, in the spirit of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument [1] . This is possible using quadrature phase amplitudes defined aŝ X a =â +â
† )/i, since one can expand â †b = ( X aXb + P aPb − i P aXb + i X aPb )/4. Measurement of such amplitudes is challenging but feasible [11, 14, 18] .
As a preliminary step to such an observation, we show that â †b = 0 can be inferred, based on interferometry. Introducing a phase shift ϕ, the two-mode outputs of the The Pz = N−/N+ is the normalized population difference after a correction φ(N+, T ) is added as explained in Refs. [25] to account for the effect of fluctuating population number N+. Here N+ ∼ 10 4 atoms. The solid line is the best fit to the data. The observed fringe amplitude is larger than predicted by a two-mode model, due to the presence of thermal atoms.
interferometer depicted in Figure 1 are described by oper-
†d ±ĉ †ĉ and assuming N + to be fixed, the normalized average population difference P z = N − /N + at the output is P z = 2(Re â †b cos ϕ − Im â †b sin ϕ)/N + (N ± are the outcomes ofN ± ). By adjusting ϕ, | â †b | can be inferred from the interference fringe amplitude ν, (ν = 2| â †b |). The BEC realization of the interferometer is explained in Refs. [25, 26] and in the Supplementary Materials [40] . The observed fringe pattern for the BEC interferometer is given in Figure 2 . While T and ϕ can be controlled experimentally, there are run-to-run fluctuations in the total atom number N + . The criterion â †b = 0 is however valid for all mixed two-mode states and hence applies to experiments with fluctuating number inputs and/or additional thermal atoms.
Depth of steering: So far, we have not addressed how to determine the number of atoms in the steerable unit − the "depth of steering n st " [38] . This is not given by the mean number N of particles because the system is generally a mixture of pure states |ψ R , according to a density operator ρ = R P R |ψ R ψ R | ( R P R = 1,P R > 0). While laboratory preparations of a BEC are near-pure states, a mixed state analysis is required because of finite temperatures and fluctuations in the atom number. Each pure state |ψ R has a fixed number of atoms (according to superselection rules) that we denote by n R = ψ R |N |ψ R . However, not all the |ψ R need be steerable. Defining n st to be the maximum value of n R taken over all the |ψ R that are steerable, we prove in the Supplementary Materials that [40] n st ≥ 2| â †b |
We might apply the criterion to known experimental systems e.g. the creation of two steerable modes is possible for a BEC in a double well potential [27, 35] . In order to properly quantify the two-mode correlation â †b for larger BECs, however, a full multi-mode model is necessary. This is particularly true for higher temperatures, and is necessary because the extra modes involving thermal atoms contribute to the measured fringe contrast. Some atom interferometers have large fringe visibilities and yet comprise multiple thermally-excited modes, with a small occupation of each mode (see Refs. [13, 41] ).
Multi-mode BEC interferometer: To infer a steerable state of thousands of atoms, we calculate the condensate fractions in the BEC interferometer of Figure  2 using the Onsager-Penrose criterion [43] . The quantum dynamics are evaluated using a multi-mode fieldtheoretic phase-space method based on the Wigner function [25, 42] . The effective Hamiltonian for the two-mode condensate system is [42, [44] [45] [46] [47] : whereΨ j describes a bosonic quantum field operator with internal spin orientation labelled j = 1, 2 for the two levels |1 , |2 . Here g jk = 4π
2 a jk /m gives the S-wave scattering interaction strength, and the single-particle Hamiltonian operator is
The important terms are the atomic mass m, a trap potential V (x) = m j ω 2 j x 2 j /2 and an interlevel Rabi cycling matrix Ω ij . Previous work calculating a static condensate fraction used both the semiclassical Hartree-Fock (SHF) approximations and Monte-Carlo methods [48] , showing excellent agreement of these methods in thermal equilibrium, far from the critical point. This has also been accurately verified experimentally [49] .
To obtain the initial density matrix ρ initial we use the SHF method. This describes the initial finite tempera- ture ensemble of a three-dimensional, trapped BEC as a coherent condensate φ j (x) surrounded by a thermal cloud with occupation n (T ) j (x) (Fig. 3) . The thermal fraction density n (T ) and the condensate fraction density n (c) ≡ |φ| 2 for the first component are found selfconsistently.
Since the state is no longer in thermal equilibrium after the action of the first beam splitter, the condensate evolves dynamically until rotated back to finish the experiment. To solve the evolution, it is necessary to go beyond Hartree-Fock approximations. Due to thermal atoms which form a halo around the central condensate at finite temperature (Fig. 3) , there are large numbers of field modes participating both in the initial quantum ensemble and its evolution, as well as atomic losses. To model these effects, the quantum field dynamics is mapped into a phase-space using a master equation and truncated Wigner approximation valid at large atom number N [50] [51] [52] . Each quantum fieldΨ j is transformed into an equivalent ensemble of complex stochastic fields ψ j , that obey a stochastic partial differential equation which is numerically solved.
The initial condition is assumed to be a grand canonical ensemble in one of the two components, with an approximately Poissonian number distribution. For comparison purposes, we consider two initial states. In one of the plotted lines of Figure 4 , we use a coherent state with average density equal to the solution of the meanfield Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
The absolute temperature is obtained by fitting to the observed fringe visibility (Fig. 4) . This yields an upper bound to the temperature, expressed as a fraction of the ideal gas critical temperature T c at the same atom number, since there are other technical noise effects that may slightly degrade the visibility as well. We find T BEC = (0.45 ± 0.05)T c ≈ 37nK, where T c = ( ω/k B ) (N/ζ(3)) 1/3 ≈ 83 nK is the nominal critical temperature below which the BEC starts to form for a noninteracting gas with mean trap frequencyω = (ω 1 ω 2 ω 3 ) 1/3 .
Our model includes the spatial evolution of the wave functions, and thus accounts for the experimentally observed oscillation of the fringe visibility as a function of T (Fig. 4) . One mode decays more quickly due to inelastic scattering (Fig. 5) . Interatomic repulsion is larger for different states, leading to the fringe visibility oscillation as the two modes move apart -thus reducing fringe contrast -and then back together, due to the trap potential.
The data shown in Figure 5 gives the value of the twomode moment as | â †b | = 20, 000. Using the bound n st ≥ 2| â †b |, this implies a depth of steering of at least n st = 40, 000 atoms. Thus, we conclude that at least 40, 000 atoms are mutually entangled. This is a genuine cooperative effect involving the entire condensate, for which the atoms are indistinguishable, and is not the same as 20, 000 independent entangled pairs. Moreover, using the criterion based on | â †b |, we see the steering is "two-way". We thus demonstrate the steering of an atomic system of at least 20,000 atoms, by another.
Finally, we note that in the experiment the two condensate modes spatially separate at time T ∼ 0.2s, due to the excitation of collective oscillations [25, 26] , before being brought back together with minimal loss of quantum coherence and a revival of interference contrast, at T ∼ 0.35s. A similar spontaneous separation of two mode functions and associated revival of the Ramsey contrast has been recently reported in a BEC interferometer with 5000 atoms [53] , to give evidence of spin squeezing. Assuming mechanisms for decoherence with spatial separation of the modes would likely destroy EPR correlations irreversibly, these results are promising that mesoscopic EPR steering correlations will be detected at full spatial separation of the modes, if local measurements of the type described in Ref. [18] are performed. Magnetic fields could be used to achieve greater spatial separations, since the modes correspond to different spin states.
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